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980 ti vs 1070 for vr

I have the opportunity to buy 980Ti at a discount. What do people think of the 980Ti vs. GTX 1070? It seems that the overall performance of the 1070 will be a bit under 980Ti, but VR will benefit down the road from the VR-specific improvements to Pascal. Developers will have to use improvements in their code though. I expect Elite Dangerous will use it later this year, although it's
just speculation. I was thinking about using 980Ti before Volta/Vega. Its in the air as a dispersed 1070s memory will be, and it's a real bottleneck. 980Ti over the clock is good enough. 0 Effective 3D Speed Effective 3D Gaming GPU Speed 78.9% 95% Faster efficient speed. NBody Particle System (Galaxy) 291 fps 362 fps Faster NBody calculation. 24% Lighting Locally
Deformable PRT (Bat) 355 fps 409 fps Better Peak Lighting Effects. 220 fps 4% Gravity NBody Particle System (Galaxy) 321 fps 396 fps Faster NBody Peak calculation. Fps 1080p at Max 121 Fps 129 Fps Slightly better for Fortnite Fps. GTAV Avg. Fps - 1080p on Max 80 Fps 85 Fps A little better GTAV Fps. 204 Fps Overwatch Avg. Fps - 1080p on Max 115 Fps 125 Fps Slightly
better Overwatch Fps. Fps 1080p at Max 82 Fps Better Witcher 3: Wild Hunting Fps. Fps 1080p at Max 153 Fps 2% 150 FPs WoW Avg. Fps 1080p at Max 91 Fps 97 Fps Slightly better WoW Fps. % WoT Avg. Fps - 1080p at Max 121 Fps 128 Fps Slightly better than WoT Fps. share market share (lag 30 days) 0.44 % 1.1% Extremely high market share. 08% 2% Price (estimate)
924 305 euros is much cheaper. -8,3%). Although the 980 Ti has the same 384-bit bandwidth as the Titan-X, it only has 6GB of GDDR5 versus 12GB in Titan-X. So far we have only one custom benchmark from the pre-release unit GTX 980 Ti so the following criteria are preliminary. Comparison of Titan-X and 980 Ti shows that Ti lags only about 8%, which corresponds to the
core CUDA counts for two On the other hand, the comparison between the GTX 980 and the GTX 980 Ti shows that Ti is about 16% faster. We don't have a reliable price for the GTX 980 Ti yet so the exact value of the rating is not possible, but as a card aimed at resolution more than 1080p it will struggle to match the GTX 970 for the vast majority of users. (May '15 GPUPro)
MORE DETAILS GeForce GTX 1070 Ti is the latest HD Nvidia and VR ready, gaming GPU and is the successor to the current GPU number one market share, the GTX 1070. Like the 1070, the 1070 Ti is based on the 16nm Pascal architecture and the GP104 GPU. Both have 8GB of GDDR5 memory with a 256-bit memory interface that produces a total memory bandwidth of
256GB/s, and both have a nominal clock speed of 1,683 GHz. The 1070 Ti is basically 1070 with 25% more working cores CUDA (2432 vs. 1920) and slightly higher base hours of 1607 MHz (against 1506 MHz in 1070). This means that the 1070 Ti is almost as powerful as the GTX 1080, which has 2560 CUDA cores, 8GB of GDRR5X memory and a 1733 GHz boost clock. With
the founder's edition available at $449, compared to $470 for the recent Vega based AMD RX 56 and $510 for the GTX 1080, the 1070 Ti represents good value for money. According to rumors, the fast-approaching release of Volta (the next-generation NVIDIA architecture following Pascal) in early 2018 could disrupt demand for the 1070 Ti. November '17 GPUPro Read More
How Fast Is Your GPU? (Bench of your build) The size of your computer in less than a minute. Welcome to our free PC speed test tool. UserBenchmark will test your computer and compare the results with other users with the same components. You can quickly size your computer, identify hardware problems and explore the best upgrades. UserBenchmark Of the Month
Gaming Desktop ProGaming GPU processor GPU SSD HDD RAM USB How it works - Download and run UserBenchMark. - CPU tests include: integer, floating and strings. - GPU tests include: six 3D game simulators. - Drive tests include: read, write, steady writing and mixed IO. - RAM tests include: single-multi-core bandwidth and latency. Reports are generated and submitted
to the userbenchmark.com. - Identify the strongest components in your computer. - See the speed test results from other users. - Compare your components with current market leaders. - Explore your best upgrade options with virtual PC build. - Compare your in-game FPS with other users with your hardware. - Share your opinion by voting. Effective 3D Speed Effective 3D
Gaming GPU Speed 78.9% 0% 78.6% Avg Lighting. Locally deformable PRT (Bat) 310 fps 2% 305 fps MRender Avg. Render Target Array GShader (Sphere) 195 fps 201 fps 3% Gravity Avg. NBody Particles (Galaxy) 291 fps 1% 288 fps Lighting Locally Deformable PRT (Bat) 355 fps 3% 345 fps MRender Render Target Array GShader (Sphere) 212 fps 220 fps 4% Gravity
NBody Particle System (Galaxy) 321 fps fps 33,736,106 tested GPUs. Share market share (lag 30 days) 0.44 % 3.05 % Extremely high market share. % More popular. -8,3%). Although the 980 Ti has the same 384-bit bandwidth as the Titan-X, it only has 6GB of GDDR5 versus 12GB in Titan-X. So far we have only one custom benchmark from the pre-release unit GTX 980 Ti so
the following criteria are preliminary. The comparison between Titan-X and 980 Ti shows that Ti is only about 8% behind, which corresponds to the core of CUDA counts on two cards. On the other hand, the comparison between the GTX 980 and the GTX 980 Ti shows that Ti is about 16% faster. We don't have a reliable price for the GTX 980 Ti yet so the exact value of the rating
is not possible, but as a card aimed at resolution more than 1080p it will struggle to match the GTX 970 for the vast majority of users. (May '15 GPUPro) MORE DETAILS GTX 1070 is the second Nvidia graphics card (after 1080) to show the new 16 nm Pascal architecture. As a result of the die shrink from 28 to 16 nm, Pascal-based maps are more energy efficient than their
predecessors. The GTX 1070 is valued at just 150 W. In terms of performance, the gap between the flagship 1080 and 1070 is on average 25%. Both GPUs have 8GB of DDR5, and although they have the same processing core (GP104), the 1070 has 25% of its resources disabled. The performance comparison between the 1070 and the legendary GTX 970 shows that the new
1070 wins a whopping 50%. The GTX 1070 has just hit the market, so at least for now, prices are well above the Founders Edition MSRP of $450, but Nvidia said they expect third party cards to sell from $379, while the 1070 is likely to dominate as the value of the money leader. (June '16 GPUPro) MORE DETAILS How fast is your GPU? (Bench of your build) The size of your
computer in less than a minute. Welcome to our free PC speed test tool. UserBenchmark will test your computer and compare the results with other users with the same components. You can quickly size your computer, identify hardware problems and explore the best upgrades. UserBenchmark Of the Month Gaming Desktop ProGaming GPU processor GPU SSD HDD RAM
USB How it works - Download and run UserBenchMark. - CPU tests include: integer, floating and strings. - GPU tests include: six 3D game simulators. - Drive tests include: read, write, steady writing and mixed IO. - RAM tests include: single-multi-core bandwidth and latency. Reports are generated and submitted to the userbenchmark.com. - Identify the strongest components in
your computer. - See the speed test from other users. - Compare your components with current market leaders. - Explore your best upgrade options with virtual PC build. - Compare your in-game FPS with other users with your hardware. - Share your opinion by voting. The specification for the spec, this GTX 980 Ti leapfrogs its direct predecessor, the GTX 780, boasting 2% more
fps. The GTX 980 Ti has 6GB of RAM compared to the GTX 780's 3GB of video memory. Fortunately, the game performance was very impressive. The GTX 980 Ti consistently delivers a great frame rate increase over the GTX 780, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 780 Ti, and this really justifies the update. For 1080p Full HD, we were able to play Just Cause 4, Gears of War 5, Monster
Hunter: The World, Shadow Tomb Raider, Final Fantasy XV at 61 fps to 68 frames per minute and kept frame rates hovering around 64 frames per minute. For 1440p quad HD, we were able to play Apex Legends, Resident Evil 2, Call of Duty Modern Warfare, World War II, Strange Brigade at 60 frames per minute to 69 frames per minute and kept frame rates hovering around 66
frames per minute. The GTX 1080 may be the high-end flagship of Pascal's latest set of graphics cards, but their prices keep them within reach of most middle-class PC gamers. On the other hand, the GTX 1070 is closer to being reasonably affordable at $399. The good news is, with the release of the GTX 1070 Ti, the GTX 1070's price is getting more discounts. NVIDIA xx70
cards have always been driven by middle-class prices with performance that knocks on the door of high-quality graphics cards - especially when they're breaking up. Once it's time to fully test the Pascal graphics card inside the GTX 1070, we can say without a doubt that it continues the trend. The GTX 1070 has 8GB of RAM compared to GTX 970's 4GB of video memory. In our
synthetic benchmarks, the GTX 1070 is blowing past the GTX 970 and, surprisingly, even the GTX 980 as well. Unfortunately, the game performance was not so impressive. Even if the GTX 1070 consistently provides an increase in frame rates as the GTX 970, the increase is not much to justify the upgrade. For 1080p Full HD, we were able to play the anthem, Need For Speed:
Heat, Shadow Tomb Raider, Just Cause 4, Gears of War 5 at 64 fps to 75 frames per minute and kept frame rate hovering around 71 fps. For 1440p quad HD, we were able to play GreedFall, Hitman 2, Call of Duty: Black Ops 4, F1 2019, World War II - from 61 fps to 68 frames per minute and kept frame rate hovering around 65 frames per minute. Fps.
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